• Our analysis suggests that in order to meet our long-term productivity goals, we will need to achieve a step change in skills levels across our entire population. H ow can we best achieve this, particularly in the current fiscal context?
Panel questions:
• Our analysis suggests that in order to meet our long-term productivity goals, we will need to achieve a step change in skills levels across our entire population. H ow can we best achieve this, particularly in the current fiscal context?
In New Zealand, educational outcomes (participation, attainment) are clearly related to socio-economic status and ethnicity. What can we do to reduce these disparities (and should we focus on disparities by ethnicity or by socioeconomic status, or both)?
Given that a large part of our current workforce will still be in the workforce in 2020, we will need to focus on upskilling adult employees rather than just focusing on those coming through the school system. What's more, a significant proportion of our current workforce does not have the literacy, language and numeracy skills necessary for full participation in a knowledge society. H ow can effectively improve foundation skills in the workforce?
Our economy is changing: knowledge and service sectors are much more important today than ever before, and we are now operating in a global labour market in which competition for skills is intense. What can we do to ensure we are meeting the skills needs of our 21n century economy? (i.e., that suppl y is matching demand)
Summary

Introductory statements
Bronwyn:
•
The opportunities we have today are not the same as they used to be Roger:
• Notes that Miles's work demonstrated that the US. which spends the most on education, has the lowest social mobility -casts doubt on the idea that more spending on education is necessarily better and supports Mi tes's view that the spending therefore needs to be progressi\'e (and that subsidies to tertiary education are not progressiYe In the OECD (how independent?), social policy has moved from static to dynamic, from passive insw·ance based policies, to active investment based policies. • Policy also needs to create a sense of security throughout the lifecoW'se. This means that insw-ance type social policies will remain important. but so wi ll more active investments throughout peoples· lives. ln tetms of education, this means not just early childhood education, but follow up through school and into adulthood. Pacific and Asian population in the labour market. This will require work to continue to improve educational outcomes for these populations and improved race relations. Also. although some people \vill be able to keep on working beyond the n·aditional age of retirement. others. such as labourers, will have a finite working life due to physical wear and tear.
David:
• •
We need to raise our skill levels-but which skills matter? And what works best to develop them? Education is about more than just producing more efficient workers, it is also about creating citizens who can think. reason. question and participate in our democracy and society. How can we ensw·e that education supports these broader social goals and public goods? • As we move towards an economy that is based more on knowledge and services, non-cognitive skills (conscientiousness, the ability to learn, interpersonal skills and communication with colleagues and clients, self-responsibility, work habits, etc) become more important. But how do we cultivate these? • Early intervention is key, particularly for children from disadvantaged backgrounds (e.g. post-natal support, paid parental leave, parenting skills education, early childhood education). • Shifting funding to early intervention from inefficient and regressive policies (universal, interest-free student loans, fee subsidies for older adults) would be a good start • How do we prevent NZ from becoming a 'skills incubator' for other national economies -training people who then head overseas? We need to have a more joined up approach across a range of policy areas including tax, immigration, education. research, science and technology, labour market regulation and workplace practices. • Skills development is important, but so is skills utilisation (management skills).
Opens up to questions f rom the floor
Question on the link between Tomorrow's Schools and educational disparities:
• Bronwyn: the devolved Tomorrow's Schools model exacerbates disparities because of the funding model, and because of community capture of the system with little oversight body to secure the public good. Gives an example from Edmington. • Roger: Tomorrow's Schools was a botched reform. What is required is greater parental choice and a more fl exible education system, as well as stronger institutions, e.g. a Mexican immigrant is much more productive in the US than in Mexico because of the better institutions.
Question on standards of living and climate change:
• Tony: growth is a means to a higher standard of living. There are limited areas the government can get involved in, and there is little money to spend, so we need to identify areas of effective expenditure. Climate change is an area of policy focused on elsewhere in Treasw-y. • Charles: climate change is an important consideration, a publ ic goods question. Social mobi lity connects concems of private and public goods.
Question on returns to university education:
• Roger: the literatw·e suggests that investing early has the best retw-ns. Gary S eeker continues to poi nt out that the retw-ns to higher education are mostly private, and also writes on the importance And if for now the most important issue is raising labour productivity to drive economic growth, can we go about this in ways that build stronger foundations for realising higher-order public goods in the future? Miles: interventions need to be relatively more targeted towards the disadvantaged. On the face of it, decile funding seems like a good way to do this. There is always an onus on the government to demonstrate that interventions are effective, so we need to build evaluations into the schemes we put in place to ensure that they are successful. Roger: labour market flexibility is important for innovation and productivity -90 day probation periods are normal in the OECD.
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